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Testicular microlithiasis and preliminary experience of acoustic radiation force impulse imaging

Malene Roland Pedersen1,2,3, Palle Jørn Sloth Oster2,3 and Søren Rafael Rafaelsen1,3

Abstract

Background: Elastography of the testis can be used as a part of multiparametric examination of the scrotum.

Purpose: To determine the testicular stiffness using acoustic radiation force impulse imaging (ARFI) technique in men with testicular microlithiasis (TML).

Material and Methods: In 2013, 12 patients with diagnosed testicular microlithiasis in 2008 (mean age, 51 years; age range, 25–76 years) underwent a 5-year follow-up B-mode ultrasonography with three ARFI elastography measurements of each testis. We used a Siemens Acuson S3000 machine.

Results: No malignancy was found at the 5-year follow-up B-mode and elastography in 2013. However, we found an increase in TML; in the previous ultrasonography in 2008, eight men had bilateral TML, whereas in 2013, 10 men were diagnosed with bilateral TML. The mean elasticity of testicles with TML was 0.82 m/s (interquartile range [IQR], 0.72–0.88 m/s; range, 65–1.08 m/s).

Conclusion: Elastography velocity of testis with TML seems to be in the same velocity range as in men with normal testis tissue.
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Introduction

Soft tissue is elastic and elasticity is now measurable using ultrasonographic (US) elastography. Some studies have shown how the normal range of elasticity varies in different types of tissue in regards to various organs, such as e.g. liver (1), breast (2), rectum (3), lymph nodes (4), prostate (5), and testicle (6,7).

Shear-wave elastography is a quantitative method used to evaluate tissue stiffness (8,9). The basic principles of acoustic radiation force impulse imaging (ARFI) elastography is the compression of the tissue of interest and the application of an ultrasound probe that automatically produces an acoustic push pulse that generates shear-waves. The speed of the ultrasound waves is either measured in meters/second (m/s) or kilopascal (kPa), and within seconds the result is displayed on the ultrasound-screen. ARFI elastography is safe, fast, easy to use, and operator-independent.

Testicular microlithiasis (TML) was first described using US by Doherty et al. (10) as innumerable tiny bright echoes diffusely and uniformly scattered throughout their substance. TML is of unknown origin, and the size of TML typically has a range of 1–3 mm. The diagnosis of TML has shown reliable results concerning inter-observer variability (11). ARFI is a new technique to measure elasticity in the...
testicles. To our knowledge, no study has previously investigated testicles with TML using ARFI.

The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the tissue stiffness in testicles with diagnosed TML.

Material and Methods

The Danish Data Protection Agency and The Regional Scientific Ethical Committees for Southern Denmark (ID: S-20120144) approved the study.

Twenty-seven men with known TML diagnosed in 2008 received an invitation to participate in the study in October 2013. All patients were contacted by post and written informed consent was obtained from each patient prior to the US examination. Fifteen men agreed to participate; however, two men failed the appointment. One patient was excluded due to a previously orchiectomy of the left testicle diagnosed with a Leydig cell tumor.

All procedures were carried out with the patient in the supine position. All patients underwent a B-mode US including ARFI elastography of both testicles. We used a Siemens S3000 ultrasound machine (Acuson Corporation, Siemens, Mountain View, CA, USA) with virtual touch™ tissue quantification software. All the examinations were performed using a linear-array 9L4 frequency transducer.

All the ARFI measurements were performed by one of the authors (MRP) and a senior consultant monitored the examinations, thereby eliminating inter-observer variability.

Three ARFI shear-wave velocity measurements were performed in each testicle. The ARFI measurements were carefully performed away from the vas deferens. If the ARFI velocity result showed XX m/s elastography was not able to obtain a measurement and another measurement was performed. Impax PACS (Picture Archive Communication System (PACS), Easyviz Impax Workstation, Medical Insight, Valby, Denmark) stored all the US imaging. Lastly, we studied all previously US reports to evaluate if there had been a change in TML status.

Descriptive statistics were used including Mann–Whitney U test.

Results

A velocity value was obtained in all 72 ARFI measurements. Table 1 shows ARFI velocity in m/s. We found no significant difference in the ARFI measurements between the right and left testicle using the Mann–Whitney U test. Four of the testicles showed no sign of TML with a mean velocity of 0.80 m/s (interquartile range [IQR], 0.78–0.84 m/s; range, 0.75–0.92 m/s).

Table 1. Testicular stiffness in 12 men with microlithiasis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testis</th>
<th>Mean (m/s)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>IQR (m/s)</th>
<th>Range (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.72–0.88</td>
<td>0.65–1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.73–0.89</td>
<td>0.65–1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.71–0.86</td>
<td>0.71–1.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation.

Figs. 1 and 2 show elastography measurements in m/s in two men with classic TML.

The mean age of the participants was 51 years (age range, 25–76 years).

Of the 12 men with TML, none was diagnosed with testicular cancer in 2008 or at the follow-up US in 2013. Over time we observed an increase in the amount of TML in six of the men, while the amount of TML in the remaining six men remained unchanged.

Generally, there was a slight increase in number of testicles with TML over time, since eight men were diagnosed with bilateral TML in 2008 and 10 in 2013.

Seven patients had additional diagnoses: two men with unilateral varicocele; one with bilateral varicocele; two with spermatocele; two with a minor calcification outside the testicle; one ductal ectasia; one had sequelae after a dog bite; and one had sequelae after mumps in early childhood. One of the men had previously undergone biopsy showing no malignancy. Four of the men had undergone vasectomy.

Discussion

The mean velocities were 0.82 m/s in the right and 0.83 m/s in the left TML testicles. So far no published data exist on ARFI elastography of testicles with testicular microlithiasis. Trottmann et al. (12) showed a mean of 1.17 m/s in a normal testicle, and D’Anastasi et al. showed a range of 0.62–1.01 m/s in healthy volunteers (6). Since a testicle with TML includes various degrees of microcalcifications, an increased stiffness could be expected affecting the velocity in the testicle. We found a mean stiffness similar to the findings of D’Anastasi et al., suggesting that testicles with TML do not differ substantially in stiffness from normal testicles.

Some authors believe TML to be associated with testicular cancer (13–15), while others disagree (16,17). Thus, the association between TML and testicular cancer is still controversial and risk factors needs more attention. Since the ARFI measurements in TML testicles were within the range of a normal testicle, this supports the view that TML alone probably is not an independent risk factor for testicular cancer, which was additionally confirmed by the fact
that none of the individuals in our series developed testicular cancer within a 5-year observation period.

As of today, elastography may be used to diagnose liver cirrhosis as an alternative to biopsy and follow-up. Whether elastography may have the same potential in testicular cancer is still unknown. Malignant lesions tend to have a harder stiffness compared to normal tissue. The European Society of Urogenital Radiology (ESUR) recommends yearly US follow-up in men with TML and an additional risk factor such as personal/family history of testicular cancer, maldescent, orchidopexy, and testicular atrophy (18). When US follow-up includes elastography, it is possible to evaluate the testicular stiffness yearly. Whether this will add to early diagnosis of testicular cancer still needs evaluation.

The strengths of this study included a long observation period and that the ARFI measurements were without inter-individual variation. On the other hand, to introduce this method as a routine clinical toll, inter-observer data are needed. The limitations of the study include the relatively small number of patients and that only three measurements of each testicle were performed. Above-mentioned data from healthy testicles included a higher number of measurements (6).

In conclusion, we found mean velocity of testicle with TML to be 0.82 m/s. (IQR, 0.72–0.88 m/s), which is comparable to normal testicle tissue.

---

Fig. 1. (a) Ultrasonography ARFI elastography of the right testicles measured in m/s in a 41-year-old man diagnosed with bilateral TML. Note the elastography box measures 1 × 1 cm and cannot be altered. (b) Ultrasonography ARFI elastography of the right testicles measured in m/s in a 41-year-old man diagnosed with bilateral TML. Notice the elastography box measures 1 × 1 cm and cannot be altered. (c) Ultrasonography ARFI elastography of the left testicles measured in m/s in a 41-year-old man diagnosed with bilateral TML. Note the elastography box measures 1 × 1 cm and cannot be altered. (d) Ultrasonography ARFI elastography of the left testicles measured in m/s in a 41-year-old man diagnosed with bilateral TML. Note the elastography box measures 1 × 1 cm and cannot be altered.
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Fig. 2. (a) Ultrasonography ARFI elastography measured in the right testicle in a 54-year-old man diagnosed with bilateral classic TML. (b) Ultrasonography ARFI elastography measured in the right testicle in a 54-year-old man diagnosed with bilateral classic TML.